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Controlling processes

 PID and PPID
 UID and EUID
 GID and EGID
 Niceness
 Control terminal
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Process States
 Process states

 Runnable
 The process can be executed
 Waiting for CPU

 Sleeping
 The process is waiting for some resource
 Waiting for signal indicating request finishes

 Zombie
 The process is trying to die

 Stopped
 The process is suspended 
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Monitor processes
 ps

 Example: part of $ps aux on Fedora1 

USER       PID %CPU %MEM   VSZ  RSS TTY      STAT START   TIME COMMAND

root         1  0.0  0.0  2320  428 ?        S    Jan21   0:06 init [5]

root         2  0.0  0.0     0    0 ?        SW   Jan21   0:00 [swapper]

root         3  0.0  0.0     0    0 ?        SW   Jan21   0:00 [swapper]

root         4  0.0  0.0     0    0 ?        SW   Jan21   0:00 [keventd]

root      1351  7.2  1.5 282112 15672 ?      SL   Jan21 296:19 /usr/X11R6/bin/X

ruihong  17964  1.0  0.0  4604  900 pts/1    R    11:02   0:00 ps aux

 VSZ: virtual size of the process

 RSS: Resident set size
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Monitor processes
 STAT:

PROCESS STATE CODES

D   uninterruptible sleep (usually IO)

R   runnable (on run queue)

S   sleeping

T   traced or stopped

Z   a defunct ("zombie") process

For BSD formats and when the "stat" keyword is used, 
additional letters may be displayed:

W   has no resident pages

<   high-priority process

N   low-priority task

L   has pages locked into memory (for real-time and 
custom IO)

 Use user defined format with –o option
 To see every process with a user-defined format:

ps -eo pid,tt,user,fname,f,wchan
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Exercise
 Process info Logon to icu0 as

 %ssh icu0.csl.mtu.edu –p 80

 The instructor started a process of passwd
 What is the process id, parent id?
 Use right options with ps command to show 

the real user, effective user for process named 
“passwd” in another terminal.
 The real user name is “ruihong”, id is “4273”
 The effective user should be “root”, id is “0”.
 The real group and effective group are both “csdept”

id 200.
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Monitor processes
 Free distributed utility: top
11:11:34  up 2 days, 20:08,  4 users,  load average: 0.49, 0.19, 0.07

91 processes: 90 sleeping, 1 running, 0 zombie, 0 stopped

CPU states:  cpu    user    nice  system    irq  softirq  iowait    idle

total    0.8%    0.0%    0.8%   0.0%     0.0%    0.0%  198.0%

cpu00    0.9%    0.0%    0.9%   0.0%     0.0%    0.0%   98.0%

cpu01    0.0%    0.0%    0.0%   0.0%     0.0%    0.0%  100.0%

Mem:  1031276k av,  787484k used,  243792k free,       0k shrd,  159212k buff

332472k active,             226532k inactive

Swap: 2096472k av,       0k used, 2096472k free                  303348k cached

PID USER     PRI  NI  SIZE  RSS SHARE STAT %CPU %MEM   TIME CPU COMMAND

18041 ruihong   17   0  1260 1260   980 R     1.9  0.1   0:00   0 top

1 root      16   0   428  428   372 S     0.0  0.0   0:06   1 init

4 root      15   0     0    0     0 SW    0.0  0.0   0:00   0 keventd

5 root      34  19     0    0     0 SWN   0.0  0.0   0:06   0 ksoftirqd/0

6 root      34  19     0    0     0 SWN   0.0  0.0   0:06   1 ksoftirqd/1
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Controlling processes

 Signals
 By processes to communication among processes
 By special key ctrl-c, ctrl-z to kill or suspend processes
 By the administrator (kill) to achieve various results
 By the Kernel  
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Unix signals
# Name Description Default Can catch? Can 

block?
Dump 
core?

1 HUP Hangup [reread, hangup-nohup] Terminate Yes Yes No

2 INT Interrupt [ctrl-c] Terminate Yes Yes No

3 QUIT Quit Terminate Yes Yes Yes

9 KILL Kill [kill –9] Terminate No No No

BUS Bus error Terminate Yes Yes Yes

SEGV Segmentation fault Terminate Yes Yes Yes

15 TERM Software termination [kill] Terminate Yes Yes No

STOP Stop Stop No No No

TSTP Keyboard stop [ctrl-z] Stop Yes Yes No

CONT Continue after stop Ignore Yes Yes No

WINC
H

Window changed Ignore Yes Yes No

USR1 User-defined [debug] Terminate Yes Yes No

USR2 User-defined Terminate Yes Yes No

See /usr/include/signal.h for signal number and more signals
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Kill: send signals
 When to use 

 Send any signals.
 kill [-signal] pid

Note: pid = -1 may mean all process except system 
processes and the current shell. See man pid for more 
options.

 Terminate a process, 
 sending TERM by default

 Kill pid
 Can be caught, blocked and ignored

 kill –9 pid
 Guarantee the process die?
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Exercise: enable/disable telnet service
 On FC, is telnet enabled on the host?

 %telnet hostname 
 It is disabled if you will get the message

Connecting To hostname...Could not open connection to the host, on port 
23: Connect failed

 Enable telnet service
 Edit telnet file under /etc/xinetd.d

 Change line “disable = yes” to “diable = no”
 Find the xinetd processid
 Send HUP signal to xinetd deamon
 Try to telnet again

 Disable telnet service
 Edit telnet file under /etc/xinetd.d

 Change line “disable = no” to “diable = yes”
 Find the xinetd processid
 Send HUP signal to xinetd deamon
 Try to telnet again
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Nice and renice: 
influence scheduling priority

 Nice value is a numeric hint
 Higher value –> more nicer -> save time for 

others 
 Lower value -> not so nice -> high priority for 

itself. 
 System has default nice range
 SA can adjust the value

 Can not make child’s value lower than parent.
 Command nice and renice
 Create a high priority shell for you in special 

case 
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Exercise
 Log on to einstein.csl in learning center
 Find the process owned by boinc

 status
 Nice value
 priority
 Cpu time
 Start time
 Virtual memory size
 Resident memory size
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After class exercise
 Download top for Solaris

 Individual package or DVD image 
http://www.sun.com/software/solaris/freeware
/index.xml

 Install
 Use pkgadd

The /proc filesystem
 /proc – not a real filesystem

 contains a hierarchy of special files which 
represent the current state of the kernel 

 allowing applications and users to peer into the 
kernel's view of the system.

 The contents are created on fly when they 
were read

 Some files an be changed by user as a way to 
comunicate with the kernel
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Process info in /proc
 Each process has a dir with process id as 

name
 Cmdline
 Cwd – process’s current directory
 Environ – environment variables
 Fd – open file descriptor
 Maps – memory mapping information
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Trace signals and system calls
 Show system calls and signals

 Command strace
 to attach to a running process

 # strace –p pid
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Runaway processes
 User processes used up excessive 

amounts of a system resource
 System processes exhibit wild behavior
 What to do

 Identify process by CPU time, disk space, etc.
 Kill 
 Renice
 Suspend/cont
 Cleanup the mess if apply


